Genomes of endogenous and exogenous avian retroviruses.
The endogenous viruses of chickens are closely related to the exogenous avian leukosis viruses (ALV) yet as a group differ from these viruses in their host range, growth rate, and oncogenicity. The present study was undertaken to determine the patterns of relationship among the genomes of endogenous and exogenous ALVs. Complete or partial T1 oligonucleotide maps were prepared from the genomes of endogenous viruses that reside at eight distinct loci in chickens. Selected endogenous viruses and recombinants of endogenous or endogenous and exogenous viruses were characterized for host range and growth rate. From these data we could infer the following: (1) Endogenous viruses form a distinct lineage of ALVs with the most distinctive differences occurring in the portion of env that encodes host range and the U3 portion of the long terminal repeat; (2) The U3 sequences of endogenous ALVs determine the low growth rates of these viruses; and (3) Endogenous ALVs have distinctive oligonucleotide markers that allow them to be subclassified into distinct lineages. Our results suggest that endogenous viruses are derived from one another and not from exogenous field strains of ALV. This phenomenon may be related to the unique env encoded host range of endogenous ALVs, their unique U3 encoded growth rates, or perhaps their unique access, as residents of germ line DNA, to germ line cells.